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    Weight 0.6 kg
    Length 44.2 cm
    Width 25.5 cm
    Height 4.5 cm

We understand that music production is a deeply personal and creative journey, and the Toraiz SP-16 
sampler and sequencer is a powerful tool that empowers musicians to explore new sonic landscapes. 
Designed to unleash your creativity, the Toraiz SP-16 combines intuitive workflow with advanced features, 
making it an essential instrument for producers, DJs, and live performers alike.

At the heart of the Toraiz SP-16 is its powerful sampling engine, which allows you to capture and 
manipulate audio with precision. Whether you’re sampling from external sources, importing your own 
sounds, or utilizing the vast library of built-in sounds, the SP-16 gives you the freedom to shape and mold 
your samples to create unique and expressive compositions.

With its intuitive sequencer, the Toraiz SP-16 enables you to create intricate and evolving patterns 
effortlessly. The step sequencer allows for precise control over timing, pitch, and velocity, while the real-
time performance pads let you trigger samples, add effects, and manipulate parameters on the fly. The 
built-in touch screen provides a visual interface for seamless navigation and editing, putting the power of 
music creation at your fingertips.

The Toraiz SP-16 is not just a standalone unit—it seamlessly integrates with other gear and your existing 
studio setup. With its MIDI capabilities, you can sync the SP-16 with external devices, allowing for tight and 
synchronized performances. The audio inputs and outputs provide flexible connectivity options, enabling 
you to incorporate external effects processors, mixers, and other audio sources, expanding your sonic 
possibilities.

To protect your investment and ensure the longevity of your Toraiz SP-16, the Decksaver cover is an 
essential accessory. Custom-molded to fit the SP-16 perfectly, the cover provides reliable protection 
against dust, liquid spills, and accidental impact. Its durable polycarbonate construction shields your 
instrument from the rigors of everyday use, allowing you to focus on your music without worrying about 
potential damage.

The Decksaver cover is trusted by musicians and producers worldwide for its quality and reliability. Its 
precise fit ensures that all the necessary controls and ports are easily accessible, so you can keep the 
cover on during your creative sessions. When it’s time to take your Toraiz SP-16 on the road or to the 
studio, the Decksaver cover slips effortlessly into your bag or case, providing maximum protection during 
transportation.

Unleash your creativity and take your music production to new heights with the Toraiz SP-16 and the 
reliable protection of the Decksaver cover. With this dynamic duo, you can push the boundaries of sound, 
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create captivating compositions, and bring your musical vision to life. Let your imagination soar and trust in 
the durability and reliability of the Decksaver cover to keep your Toraiz SP-16 safe and sound, ready for 
your next sonic adventure.

Cene su informativnog karaktera. Prodavac ne odgovara za tačnost cena iskazanih na sajtu, zadržava pravo izmena cena. 
Ponudu za ostale artikle, informacije o stanju lagera i aktuelnim cenama možete dobiti na upit. Plaćanje se isključivo vrši 
virmanski - bezgotovinski.


